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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a method to embed the high resolution color information of an image in its corresponding grey-level image. The objective of this work is to allow free access to the grey-level image and give high resolution color image access to secret key owners. This method is made of two steps which are the color image decomposition (in a grey-level image and its associated color information) and the color-information hiding. The main contribution of this paper is to consider the decomposition into 512 colors and to apply a reversible embedding of a bitplane plus a color palette. The resultant watermarked grey-level image is then a 8-bit coded image. With this watermarked image and the extraction secret key, a user is able to rebuild a color image composed of 512 colors. Considering the previous work, the two important consequences of this approach are the improvement of the security and a better color image quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Previous work have been proposed for color protection but few of them both give a free access to low-quality images and a secure access to the same images with an higher quality. Our proposed solution is built on a data-hiding method. The image may be freely obtained but its high quality visualization requires a secret key. More precisely, in our solution, a grey-level image is freely accessible but only secret key owners may rebuild the color image. Our aim is thus to protect the color information by embedding this information in the grey level image.

Many work propose solutions to hide information by using the decomposition of a color image in an index image and a color palette [1, 2, 3]. The data-hiding may occur in the index image [1] or in the color palette [2, 3]. Nevertheless, none of those techniques tries to protect the color information by hiding the color palette in the index image. In our previous work, we present two different approaches in order to protect the color information by hiding the color palette in the index image [4, 5]. In [4] we propose to sort the colors of the color palette in order to get an index image which is near of the luminance of the original color image. In the same time, we get a color palette whose consecutive colors are close. In [5] the approach is completely different and relies on a function optimization of the global problem formulation. In those two previous work, the security and the color quality requirements where not addressed. The current paper gives new directions of analysis and improves the security and the quantized color image quality.

Other work such that [6, 7, 8] based on wavelet decomposition and sub-band substitution propose solutions to embed the color information in a grey-level image. Their areas are perceptive compression and image authentication for [6, 7] and image printing for [8]. Even if those techniques embed the color information, their approach and their purpose are clearly different from what our proposed approach.

The two new main contributions of the paper compared to the previous work of [4, 5] are:
- the used of 512 colors (index values belongs to [0, 511]; index image is thus a 9-bit coded image; and there are 512 colors in the palette) but a resultant grey-level image owning values belonging to [0 255]. The stored image (grey-level image) is then a classical 8-bit grey-level image and embed a color palette plus a bitplane.
- the compression of a bitplane and the color palette and the used of a high capacity reversible watermarking algorithm.

The general embedding scheme is given in Figure 1. The different steps are: the decomposition of a color image into an index image and a color palette (Section 2.1 and 2.2), the color palette coding and the coding of a bitplane (Section 2.3), and the watermarking of the 8-bit coded image built from the index image (Section 3). Note that the reversible-watermarking process consist in hiding the color palette plus a bitplane into a grey-level image. Finally the resultant grey-level image may be stored on a public website. The reversible extraction scheme, illustrated Figure 1, is the exact inverse of the embedding scheme.

2. IMAGE DECOMPOSITION PRINCIPLE AND MESSAGE CONSTRUCTION

2.1 Image decomposition
Reducing the color number of a color image is a classical quantization problem. The optimal solution, to extract the K colors, is obtained by solving:

\[ \{P_{i,k}, C(k)\} = \arg \min_{P_{i,k}, C(k)} \sum_{i} \sum_{k} P_{i,k} \text{dist}^2(I(i), C(k)) \]

and \( \forall i, \exists k', [P_{i,k'} = 1 \text{ and } \forall k \neq k', P_{i,k} = 0] \),

where I is a color image of dimension N pixels, C(k) is the kth color of the research K colors, dist is a distance function in the color space (L2 in the RGB color space), and \( P_{i,k} \in \{0, 1\} \) is the membership value of pixel i to color k.

A well known solution to minimize the Equ. (1), and then to obtain the K colors, is to use the ISODATA k-mean clustering algorithm [10]. \( P_{i,k} \) is defined as:

\[ \forall i, \forall k, P_{i,k} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } k = \arg \min_{k'} \text{dist}(I(i), C(k')) \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]
Figure 1: The general embedding/extraction scheme.

with \( C(k) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} P_{i,k} \times I(i)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} P_{i,k}} \).

Nevertheless, in our approach the \( K \) number is significant \((K = 512)\). If we proceed with a classical \( k \)-mean algorithm, the number of colors extracted will often be below \( K \). Indeed, it is the well known problem of death classes. Moreover, the \( k \)-mean algorithm is quite long in CPU time in comparison to non optimal but faster algorithms such that octree color quantization algorithm of Gervautz and Purgathofer [11], Median Cut algorithm [12]... To overcome those two problems ("death classes" and "CPU time"), we are using the octree color quantization algorithm as an initialization to the \( k \)-mean algorithm: \( P_{i,k} \) are set from the result obtained with the octree color quantization algorithm.

2.2 Layer Running Algorithm

Once the color quantization has been processed, the obtained \( K \) color image could be represented by an index image and a color palette. The index image is noted down Index and is defined such that:

\[
\forall i \in [1,N], \text{Index}(i) = \arg \max_{k \in [1,K]} P_{i,k}.
\]

The color palette is noted down Palette and \( \forall k \in [1,K], \text{Palette}(k) = C(k) \).

Our goal is to get an index image where each grey-level is not too far from the luminance of the original color image. A second weakest constraint is that in the color palette, two consecutive colors should be close. Thanks to the color quantization, we already own an index image and a color palette. Our problem is then to find a permutation function which permutes in the same time the values of the index image and the values of the color palette. The best permutation function \( \Phi \) is found by solving:

\[
\Phi = \arg \min_{\Phi} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{dist}^2(Y(i),\Phi(\text{Index}(i))) + \lambda \sum_{k=1}^{K-1} \text{dist}^2(\text{Palette}(\Phi^{-1}(k)),\text{Palette}(\Phi^{-1}(k+1))),
\]

where \( Y \) is the luminance of the original color image, and \( \lambda \) is the Lagrangian value \((\lambda \text{ is very small in order to privilege the equation first term})\). The \( \Phi \) permutation function is a bijective function in \( \mathbb{N} \) defined such that \( \Phi : [1..K] \rightarrow [1..K] \).

In a first approximation, Eqn. (2) is solved thanks to an heuristic algorithm: the layer running algorithm [4]. The aim of this algorithm is to find an ordering for the \( K \) colors such that consecutive colors are close and such that colors are ordered from the darkest to the lightest. This ordering defines for each \( k \)th color a \( k' \) position which gives us the \( \Phi \) function such that \( \Phi(k) = k' \).

To find an ordering of the \( K \) colors, the algorithm runs the color space to build the ordered suite of colors, illustrated Figure 2. This running is obtained by jumping from color to color, into the color space, by choosing the closer color from the current one. The first color of this suite is chosen as the darkest one among the \( K \) colors. An additional constraint to this running is that we limit the color research to colors which are very close in luminance. This signify that the running in the color space is limited to a layer defined on luminance information. This layer running algorithm could then be seen as a kind of 3D spiral run in the color space.

2.3 Message construction

Once the color image decomposition (into 512 colors) and its re-arrangement (layer running algorithm) have been proceeded, one bitplane of the index image is suppressed in order to create the cover image. The bitplane and the color palette are then compressed in order to be embeded into the
Thus, the bitplane vector (noted $bp_t$) is transformed
in a prediction error vector (noted $e$) owning three possible values:
$\{-1, 0, 1\}$. Each bit $bp(i)$, $i \in [0,N]$, of the bitplane vector
is then substituted by $e(i) \in \{-1, 0, 1\}$ before the lossless coding.
For each pixel $I(i)$ at position $i$, we first compute a prediction $Pred_{pixel}(i)$:

$$
Pred_{pixel}(i) = \begin{cases} 
C & \text{if } |A - B| < |A - C| \\
B & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
$$

(3)

with $A$, $B$ and $C$ the neighbors pixels of current pixel $I(i)$ as defined below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>previous line</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>current line</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>I(i)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This type of prediction is used in the Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) approach. It essentially take into account the edges in order to predict more cleverly than with a simple mean. Note that some more sophisticated predictions may be explored in particularly by looking at lossless compression technics. Nevertheless, this predictor is enough efficient for a first approach. Also note that for image border the prediction is proceeded with the available values.

The second step is to find the best prediction for the bit $bp(i)$ of the bitplane vector. At the coder and the decoder sides, the information of all the other bitplanes are known. Thus, one has two possible prediction solutions: either predict a 0 knowing the other bitplanes, either predict a 1 knowing the other bitplanes. Knowing the prediction $Pred_{pixel}(i)$, one have to decide which is the best hypothesis: having a 0 in the bitplane (in this case the pixel value is noted $I_0(i)$) or having a 1 (in this case the pixel value is noted $I_1(i)$). This best hypothesis (best prediction) is chosen in accordance to the maximum of the two probability $p(Pred_{pixel}(i)|I_0(i))$ and $p(Pred_{pixel}(i)|I_1(i))$. This is a classical two hypothesis choice and with Gaussian pdf assumptions the best choice is:

$$
Pred_{hp}(i) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } (Pred_{pixel}(i) - I_0(i))^2 < (Pred_{pixel}(i) - I_1(i))^2 \\
1 & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
$$

(4)

The last step in order to obtain the $e$ prediction error vector is to compute the prediction error (error values are either -1, 0 or 1):

$$
e(i) = bp(i) - Pred_{hp}(i).
$$

(5)

The prediction error vector may now be encoded and because of the good prediction behavior, the entropy is low and then the encoding cost is low.

### 3. REVERSIBLE WATERMARKING SCHEME

The algorithm used for the reversible embedding is one of the three most performant in term of embedding capacity. A brief description is given below; for more details see [13]. The algorithm lies on congruence computations. The congruence properties allow to define three possible states for a pixel: the embedding state (section 3.1), the to-correct state (section 3.2), the original state (section 3.3). Let’s define the $T$ transform which takes two integers $x_1$ and $x_2$ as input and return an integer:

$$
T : \mathbb{N} \times \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}
T(x_1,x_2) = (n+1)\times x_1 - n\times x_2.
$$

(6)

We will name the coding process, the act of embedding a message into an image and the decoding process, the act of extracting the message and rebuilding the original image. Let’s now define the three possible states and the coding-decoding algorithms.

#### 3.1 Embedding state

A pixel $i$ in the embedding state is a pixel such that:

$$
0 \leq T(I(i), I(i+1)) \text{ and } T(I(i), I(i+1)) + n \leq L,
$$

(7)

with $I$ the original image (of $N$ pixels size) whose grey-levels belongs to $[0,L]$. In the case of 8-bits images, $L$ equals to 255. All pixels $i$ which are in the embedding state:

1. are $T$ transformed such that $I_T(i) = T(I(i), I(i+1))$, with $I_T(i)$ the resulting transformed pixel,
2. must then embed a coefficient $w$ belonging to $[1,n]$ such that $I_{w}(i) = I_T(i) + w$.

After the embedding of a coefficient $w$ belonging to $[1,n]$ we hold the congruence property (8). This congruence property allows to detect an embedding pixel during the decoding process.

$$
(I_{w}(i) + n\times I(i+1)) \mod (n+1) \neq 0.
$$

(8)

#### 3.2 To-correct state

A pixel $i$ in the to-correct state is a pixel such that the negation of equation (7) is true:

$$
T(I(i), I(i+1)) < 0 \text{ or } T(I(i), I(i+1)) + n > L.
$$

(9)
All pixels that are in this to-correct state are then modified such that:

\[ c = (I(i) + n.I(i+1)) \mod (n+1); \]

if \( (I(i) - c) < 0 \) then \( c = -(n+1-c); \) \( I_w(i) = I(i) - c. \)

The \( c \) corrective codes belong to \([-n,n]\) and are embedded (into the embedding pixels) in order to enable the reversibility of the to-correct pixels during the decoding process. Note that after the modification expressed by equation (9), pixel \( I_w(i) \) checks the congruence property (10). This congruence property allows to detect a to-correct pixel at the reverting process.

\[ (I_w(i) + n.I(i+1)) \mod (n+1) = 0. \] (10)

### 3.3 Original state

Given an image order scan for the coding, a pixel in the original state (i.e. unmodified pixel) should always be present just before a pixel in the to-correct state. For a top-bottom-left-right scan order, if a pixel \( i \) is in the to-correct state, then the pixel \( i-1 \) must be in the original state.

### 3.4 Coding and decoding algorithms

The coding process is composed of two steps:

1. classify each pixel in one of the three states: embedding, to-correct, original,
2. embed into the embedding pixels, the watermark made of corrective codes plus the message.

For the decoding process, the image scan order is inverted. The decoding process is also composed of two steps:

1. extract the watermark from the embedding pixels, revert (during the scan) all those pixels and localize the to-correct pixels,
2. from the extracted watermark retrieve the corrective codes and the message, and correct the to-correct pixels.

Note that the security is ensure by the secrecy of the scan order. The user secret key is used as a seed of a pseudo-random number generator. The obtained pseudo-random number sequence is used as scan order. Thus, no information about the message (color palette + bit plane) may be extract by an attacker. Moreover, an attack by colorization [9], which consist in retrieving semi-automatically (a small human intervention is necessary) the colors of each pixels, is difficult since the final grey-level image is of poor quality. Also note, that this reversible watermarking scheme is not robust to any signal processing but it is not a deficiency for this application.

### 4. RESULTS

We have applied our method on well known color images of size 256 \( \times \) 256 pixels. For all the experiments, \( n = 4 \) for the reversible watermarking (see Equ. (6)). The results obtained show that the approach is efficient whatever the image type. In Figure 3, the main steps of our approach are comment for the peppers image.

After proceeding to the color decomposition of the peppers image (Figure 3.a) we obtain an index image whose index values belongs to \([0,511]\) (Figure 3.e), and a color palette made of \( K = 512 \) colors (Figure 3.c). The quantized image (rebuilt with the knowledge of the index image and the color palette) is given in Figure 3.b. The PSNR of this quantized image is 38.95 dB. The best PSNR obtained with a palette-based approach was 36.32 dB in [4]. The obtained gain with the approach proposed in this paper is superior to 2 dB for the rebuilt color image.

The luminance image of the original color image is illustrated Figure 3.d. One could observe the good visual similarity between this luminance image and the index image. The index image is more contrasted but keeps its semantic intelligibility.

Once color image decomposition has been proceeded, the index image is separated into an 8-bit image (Figure 3.f) and a one bitplane image (a binary image). The chosen bitplane is the 8th for peppers image. The binary image is then modified in order to obtain a ternary error prediction image of very low entropy. This error prediction image is given in Figure 3.h (in grey the 0 value, in black the −1 value, and in white the 1 value). The error prediction image and the color palette are then encoded with an arithmetic coder [14]. The embedded message is then made of the two bitstreams concatenations. Figure 3.i is a map giving the localization of the embedding site (white pixels) with the reversible watermarking approach of [13]. Figure 3.g shows the final 8-bit image embedding a color palette (of 512 colors) and a bitplane image (the 8th bitplane of the index image).

The quality of the watermarked image (see Figure 3.g) is poor but as previously explain this is a good property. Indeed, this image yield difficult the colorization attack [9]. On the contrary, the rebuilt color image (knowing the secret key) gives a very good quality color image (PSNR = 38.95 dB).

An other result is shown for barbara 315 \( \times \) 230 image in Figure 4. Figure 4.a is the original image, Figure 4.b is the quantized image with a PSNR of 38.75 dB and Figure 4.c is the watermarked image. Note that the semantic content is
preserved in this watermarked image.

For other images, PSNR are computed between the original color image and the rebuilt one, and given on Table 1, in order to compare with the previous best results obtained in [4]. For all the images, there is more than 2 dB gain with the proposed approach.

![Image](54x590 to 125x642)
![Image](137x590 to 208x642)
![Image](220x590 to 291x642)

Figure 4: Example on barbara image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>images</th>
<th>PSNR_{color image, rebuilt}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>previous method [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airplane</td>
<td>39.90 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>39.27 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lena</td>
<td>38.63 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peppers</td>
<td>36.32 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baboon</td>
<td>33.31 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: PSNR comparisons.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a method to embed safely into a grey-level image its color information. This method is based on a decomposition of a color image in an index image and a color palette with 512 different colors. The index image is then separated in a 8-bit image and a binary image. The binary image and the color palette are then reversely embedded in the 8-bit image. The resultant watermarked image is still semantically understandable. Moreover, in comparison to previous palette-based approaches [4, 5], the quality of the rebuilt color image, knowing the key, is better, and the approach is more secure.
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